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In publishing the results of original scientific investigations, 
nothing is more important than putting the manuscript into 
the context of existing knowledgethat is. the world’s 
published scientific literature. 1 would guess that every 
investigator has had the experience of having a new, “orig- 
inal” exciting idea, only to find after a literature search that 
the work has already been dew. In some cases, the exist- 
ence of the earlier work might not be known until the 
experiments have been completed and a confirmatory rather 
than an original report is required. Despite the importance of 
this process, however, there is very little guidance for 
investigators regarding which references hould be cited and 
how best to put their contribution into the context of the 
world’s published work. In the instructions to authors for 
those wio submit articles to JACC, the section on references 
deals primarily with the mechanics and form of citing refer- 
ences rather than which references to list. Other journals 
similarly do not provide such guidance. Perhaps the vastness 
of the world’s scientific literature is so daunting that no 
reasonable set of guidelines can be provided. &en the 
constraints of rigidly limited publication Pages, one must 
certainly exercise restraint on the number of references 
cited. Despite these difficulties. however. I offer some 
thoughts, suggestions and quest&s that may be helpful in 
this regard. 
I. Always do a comprehensive literature search before 
initiating a scientific study. In my view, a complete literature 
search is more than a MEDLINE search of abstracts: it 
involves reading the origblal papers. Potential problems or 
insights in a given study may not be evident from the 
abstract alone. A careful review of the whole paper is 
required. Not only will it reveal whether a specific study has 
been done before, bu[ it will provide details of previous 
experiments. conflicting results and unanswered questions. 
Such information is invaluable in designing a study that will 
be complementary and addiuve to what is known, rather 
than just confirmatory of existing work. 
2. Avoid overemphasis on your own work in cited refer- 
ences. In some manuscripts 1 see, almost all of the cited 
references we those of the author. Certainly it is appropriate 
to cite your own related work, particularly when there is a 
series of related investigations along a common track. How- 
ever, giving equitable credit to those who have made impor- 
tant, relevant contributions is mandatow. 
3. Always give credit to the original work of others on 
which yours is based. Frequently original work is quoted but 
buried somewhere in the Discussion as a “similar” or even 
a “confimmtory” study even though it may have been the 
stimulus for the current study. 
4. Should abstracts be cited? This practice should be 
discouraged because it is almost impossible to fairly iudae 
the scie&c validity of an abstract. it might be appi&ie 
to reference an original idea that has been published only in 
abstract form but, as the instructions for JACC articles 
indicate, “abstracts that are more than 2 years old” should 
not be cited. Similarly, personal communicafions should not 
b.: cited in the references and papers “in press” should be 
cited only if it is clear that they will be published in time to 
be referenced fully in your article at the time of publication. 
5. Should review articles be cited? In some eases. this is 
a useful way to provide an overview reference without 
having to detail numerous references that may not be indi- 
viduallv critical to vow thesi:. This should be done sekc- 
tively..however, b&use some reviews may be biased or 
provide conflicting information on a topic and thus be less 
focused than you intend your reference to be. 
6. How far back in the medical literature should you look 
for citations? Five years? Ten years? This is a ditlicult 
question to answer. If one investigator clearly reported the 
original concept being discussed, it is appropriate to refer- 
ence that person no matter how old the article. A greater 
tendency today is to quote only recent articles (past 5 years) 
and ignore everything before that. This practice aswme~ 
that recent articles are more “correct.” which is not neces- 
sarily the case. The following are some of the factors that I the best xi~nce. not just the presence of a new tech- 
think might be important in selecting a reference. nique. 
G. The onportance and significance of the work have been 
A. The published work is origina!. For example, it is the first carefully considered. Occasionally, colleagues will use 
article to demonstrate a relevant finding. the tint reference they can find to substantiate a point 
Et. The article is highly relevant to your own work: this rather than carefully searching for the best, or at least a 
helps to put closely related papers in context. better. one. 
C. The studv is similar hut the result is different. Such 
articles should not be used as a “straw man” but should 
he honestly presented and discussed. 
D. The article is accessible to the readership. Ohsrule 
articles in hard to find foreign language journals make it 
diffic4t for the readers to fully evaluate the references 
you site. 
E. The article has been peer revlewd. Only such articles 
should he cited. Sometimes some non-peer-reviewed 
articles in journal supplements receive undue attention. 
esoeciallv because they tend to review previous work 
rather than he original scientific investigations. 
F. The work is recent rather than old. oarticularlv if newer 
How many references hould be cited? In a ~weot issue 
of IACC. I reviewed the 21 orieinal ouhlished studies 
IomItting a XVICW, a case report id ed&.al comments) 
and found an average of 30 cited referencesianicle with a 
rane f-w 8 to 59. Only three articles had more than 40 
references. Overall. it did not seem that the number of 
articles being cited was inappropriate. As a guideline. it 
seems reasonable to soe~est a citation number between 20 
and 40, >!though occasionally one might use more or less. 
This discussion highlights the difficulties of attempting to 
draw up gudelines for cited references, and probably ex- 
plains the lack of such published guidelines. 1 hop, how- 
and belier txhniques were used &at might have been kver, that it will increa& your semitivity to some of the 
unavailable years ago. However, one should still look for issues raised and thus lead to mcxe appropri~~te citations. 
